TEST PHONO AMPLIFIERS

RECORD MAKERS
The tasks of phono amplifiers are varied and challenging.
They must equalize tiny signals, amplify them and at the same time protect
them against hum, noise and other influences. HiFi analog explains what matters,
presents devices from all price ranges and tests two newcomers.

T

he quality of a phono preamplifier can make or break your vinyl
playback – and some amplifiers still
have a built-in phono stage for the direct
connection of record players, in a few cases
switchable to suit MM or MC pick-ups.
But if your amp doesn’t have one, or you
simply want even better sound from your

MUSICAL FIDELITY
V90-LPS

records, you’ll need an external „equalizer/pre-amplifier“, aka a phono preamp or
phono stage. These devices plug between
the output from your record player and
a standard line-level input on your integrated amp or preamplifier and, as well
as amplifying the very low-level signals
from a phono cartridge, they ensure it ‘sees’

AESTHETIX RHEA

for about € 200, www.musicalfidelity.com
This flat box, available in black or silver, offers separate inputs for MM
and MC cartridges as well as a changeover switch at the rear, but further
adjustments aren’t provided. However, that does not matter because
the V90-LPS matches most of the inexpensive pick-ups and delivers an
amazingly mature and structured sound at an excellent price. It’s the phono
stage for an ambitious start!

SOUND QUALITY

82 %

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

OUTSTANDING

the right load to deliver its correct performance, and also apply re-equalization to
counter that imposed on the audio signal
prior to it being put on the record.
Phono amplifiers are available in every
price and quality range. However, which
one is right for you? And what do you
need to know? Maybe we can help…

about € 5500, www.aesthetix.net
One of the best-sounding and most practical phono stages comes from the
United States. Aesthetix‘ tube based Rhea has inputs for as many as three
cartridges, adjustable for amplification, impedance and capacitance – even
‘on the fly’ with the remote control. A real novelty is the integrated demagnetizer, which can freshen the sound of an MC cartridge by removing built-up
magnetism in its coils. However, the real kicker is the exquisite sound.

SOUND QUALITY

86 %

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

EXCELLENT

OPEN FOR MOVING COIL AND MOVING MAGNET PICK-UP CARTRIDGE

T

movement of the stylus in the record groove into
an electrical signal using a generator comprising
magnets fixed to the stylus cantilever moving

Bilder: Ortofon

here are the two basic principles of pick-up
heads. Moving Magnet (MM) designs are
usually less expensive, and turn the physical

Moving Magnet principle

Moving Coil principle
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between minute coils of wire. As the name
suggest, Moving Coil (MC) cartridges operate
in the exact opposite way, with coils moving
relative to fixed magnets. MM cartridges are
mainly found in the newcomer field; they are the
exception among high-priced items. Good MCs
start at €250 and the sky is the limit.
Each type needs different amplifying factors
and connected load, with MC cartridges generally producing lower output voltages than MM
models, so it’s important to ensure the phono
amplifier you choose is suited to the cartridge
you have, or offers adjustments to suit a variety
of outputs and loading requirements.
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ACOUSTIC SOLID PHONO AMP

from € 790, www.acoustic-solid.com
Acoustic Solid - better known for sophisticated record players - offers a traditional „Phono Amp“. It
has a few input and output sockets, a ground terminal as well as connection for an external power
adapter. Everything else operates via several DIP-switch blocks. This allows the selection of MC
impedances ranging from 50 to 680 ohm or MM capacitance between 100 and 600 picofarad as well
as amplifications between 32 and 64. The impressive sound tops it all off.

SOUND QUALITY

97 %

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

EXCELLENT

CYRUS PHONO SIGNATURE

about € 1800, www.cyrusaudio.com
The Cyrus has four different inputs to allow several different cartridges to be used. Whether MM or
MC, each input stores the individual settings, which can be made on the device or with the remote
control. This slim phono preamp is a joy to listen to - the
sound is exquisite, transparent and uniform.

SOUND QUALITY

100 %

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

VERY GOOD

AMPLIFICATION BEFORE
THE AMPLIFIER

S

ince cartridges deliver much less output
voltage than a CD player (for instance),
the signal from them they need to be increased before being handled by an amplifier’s
line input: the relationship is between 1:400
(MM) and 1:4000 (MC). The traditional MM
amplification is 38dB, which is not much for
some modern MMs with a relatively low
voltage – generally values between 40 and
46dB are better matches. This is particularly
true for the popular HighOutput-MCs that are
generally „quieter“ than an average MM,
so it’s useful to have a phono amp providing
amplifying factors up to 50dB. Since the
output voltage of MC cartridges are subject
to greater fluctuation, increases between 58
and 70 dB are often intended for particularly
„quiet“ units that reach 0,25 millivolt at 1
kilohertz and a speed of 5cm/sec. Standard
values are between 0,4 and 0,7 mV. If the
amplification is too low, noise will increase
and the sound will sometimes appear limp and
wan. On the other hand, if the amplification
is too high, it will create distortions and an
intrusive, cramped sound. What matters are
balanced proportions.

LEHMANN BL.
CUBE ST.

about € 350, www.lehmannaudio.de
The simple Black Cube Statement by Norbert Lehmann is an evergreen. Hardly any improvements
can be made to the small box with the input and
outputs facing one another. Three impedances
and four amplifier options can be selected via
DIP switches, and the Black Cube Statement
continues to live up to its reputation as one of the
good, reasonably-priced phono stages.

BRINKMANN EDISON

about € 9000, www.brinkmann-audio.de
Our absolute reference among phono preamps has a superb sound, and can simultaneously connect
as many as three cartridges, settings for which are easily adjusted. A balanced connection is
available, and switchable input transformers help reduce ripple pickup. The bottom line is that this
is an outstanding device!

SOUND QUALITY

SOUND QUALITY

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

100 %

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

OUTSTANDING

SEHR GUT
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83 %
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THE SAME, BUT...
...very different: two brand new phono preamps, from ifi and
Musical Fidelity, may be in the same price range but the clienteles
they address differ greatly.

H

ow would you like your phono
stage? As a simple plug and play
device or as a playing field? New
offers are available for both groups in the
competitive €500 league. This is exactly
how much you have to spend for the
LX•LPS created by Musical Fidelity in
England. Apart from RCA inputs for MM
or MC cartridges, with a selector switch
on the front panel, and of course output sockets, it has just it has one pair of
sockets for two enclosed plug-in adapters,
which reduce the MC input impedance
to 100 ohm, or bias MM cartridges with
an additional 47 picofarad capacitance.
The iPhono2, made by British supplier
ifi in its own manufacturing facilities in
China, is quite different. The front side of
the slim device also offers separate RCA
inputs for MM/MC and opposite, outputs
for the amplifier, but what makes it so special are numerous setting options realized
via the DIP-switch blocks underneath:
these so-called „mouse pianos“ are what
make the tiny device a true all-rounder.
Whereas the LX•LPS only corrects for
the ‘standard’ RIAA equalization curve,
the ifi has added to the specification
of its forerunner matching curves for

old records that were cut according to
characteristic Columbia or Decca lines
(see box page 11). This admittedly seldom-needed feature is infrequent even
in top devices, but the fact the ifi has it
makes this a recommendation for collectors of older vinyl treasures.
Instead of the two MC impedance
settings offered by Musical Fidelity, the
ifi presents its user with numerous MC
impedances, of which 100Ω, 330Ω as well
as 1 kohm are great to use, while the additional 33Ω is only suitable for MCs with
an extremely low internal resistance. Further values can be achieved by means of
interconnections of the DIP switch, with
a folded card providing illustrations of
sample cases for quick orientation.
The amplifying factors of the LX•LPS
are clear: MM signals are boosted by 42
decibels, MCs by 60dB - which works in
most cases. By contrast, ifi‘s 36dB basic
MM amplification is somewhat feeble
because the level with averagely „loud“
MMs remains meager, and this is particularly evident when one of the usually
„quiet“ high output MCs is connected.
Standard MCs also run on it at 60 dB.
However, the amplification can be
increased to 12dB in both cases, ensuring
that the MM path has 48dB and making
the iPhono2 not only suitable for low-output MM cartridges such as some Grados,
but also practical for the said high-output
MCs, which can unfold the full potential

The underside of the
slim ifi is occupied by
DIP switches and explanations that are helpful
when the instruction
booklet is not at hand.
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of their sound. Particularly quiet MCs can
be pushed to more suitable 72dB this way.
Both phono stages are powered by
external plug transformers, the LX•LPS
via a micro USB input, and as usual we
took pains to determine the correct phase
for the transformer’s mains plug – absolutely necessary because when preamps
are „false-phased“, they sustain a loss in
space, flair and refinement, sounding flatter, less supple and more coarsely structured. In addition, the differences in levels
on the amplifier were exactly balanced
for the listening test, to achieve perfect
comparisons.
This care is not simply STEREO-like,
it was also absolutely necessary because
– despite the fact that ifi and Musical
Fidelity have different concepts ¬– their
sound patterns are coherent, with good
balance, a wide and spacious image and
amazing resolution: even the subtlest
murmur of cymbals was presented without any veiling.
There’s no doubt these phono stages
have outgrown the substantially lower-cost entrance league, having not a tinge
of restrictions, nor the pleasant compact

Our iPhono2 sounded
best when the phase
was fitted to the loading plug as marked.
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one at all. Tip: only use at higher levels
and /or very warped records.
Even together with turntables and
components from out top references
there were no significant differences in
character or class, so that both the minimalist LX•LPS and the comprehensively-equipped iPhono2 (lacking only an
On/Off switch) are excellent partners for
sophisticated turntables.
Matthias Böde

LX•LPS mains adapter
connection is via USB
cable. Its preference
phase is at the red dot.

MUSICAL FIDELITY LX∙LPS

IFI IPHONO2

Price: about € 500 (silver or black)
Dimensions: 23x5x18 cm (WxHxD)
Guarantee: 2 years
Contact: Musical Fidelity
www.musicalfidelity.com

Price: about € 570
Dimensions: 6,7x3x18 cm (WxHxD)
Guarantee: 2 years
Contact: ifi Audio
www.ifi-audio.com

A no-frills phono stage with all the necessary features for those who simply want a
good listening experience. LX•LPS offers
them an accomplished sound quality.

No other phono stage in this price range
enables vinyl hobbyists to play such an
active part. And it offers top sound for the
money. It has earned the fifth star for the
outstanding equipment package.

MEASUREMENTS

Two pairs of adapter jacks for resistance (green)
and capacitance provide a minimum of flexibility
for connecting different cartridges. One generally
can do without them.

and superficial, yet somewhat coarse,
unpolished diction that is regularly presented for a third of the price. Instead,
both of these phono preamps surf serenely
through complex passages such as Diana
Krall‘s lively „‘Deed I Do“, without missing any of the breakneck details of the live
track. They both put a full, well-structured
bass under James Taylor‘s profound „Her
Town Too“ without thickening the singer‘s voice or covering the backing vocals.
Whatever the situation, the transparency
is maintained, and the differences between
them minimal.
At most, the ifi contrasted with a slightly
pointed presence and its low-frequency
range had somewhat more edge when its
subsonic filter - yes, it is included - was
activated. This keeps low-frequency disturbances away from the unit, but it can
easily weigh on the homogeneity. No matter, because the negative effect is minor
and the Musical Fidelity does not have

Distortion at 5mV/1kHz/1 kΩ (cinch)

0,02%

Intermodulation at 0,8 mV/8 kHz/60 Hz
Signal to noise ratio
Phono MM at 5 mV/1 kHz/47 kΩ
Phono MC at 0,5 mV/1 kHz/100 Ω

0,02 %

Channel separation at 1 kHz

74 dB

85 dB
68 dB

Overload margin MM/MC
Connected load
practice-oriented variable (adapter jack)
Output resistance at 1 kHz cinch
Power input
Off | Standby | Idle

60/6 mV

460 Ω
– /<2/<2 watt

LAB COMMENT

MEASUREMENTS
Distortion at 5mV/1kHz/1 kΩ (cinch)

0,09%

Intermodulation at 0,8 mV/8 kHz/60 Hz
Signal to noise ratio
Phono MM at 5 mV/1 kHz/47 kΩ
Phono MC at 0,5 mV/1 kHz/100 Ω

0,05 %

Channel separation at 1 kHz

71 dB
63 dB
61 dB

Overload margin MM/MC
Connected load
practice-oriented variable (DIP switch)

106/6 mV

Output resistance at 1 kHz cinch
Power input
Off | Standby | Idle

113 ohm
– /–/4 watt

LAB COMMENT

The LX•LPS presented its best foot forward
in the lab: its low distortions are flanked by
high interference distances. The channel
separation is also superb. Extremely low
power input.

The ifi is inconspicuous. The low distortion
levels are accompanied by proper signal to
noise ratio as well as positively low output
resistance. Low power input.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Separate MM/MC inputs, Standby/On
switch, one pair of adapter plugs each for
impedance and capacitance, plug transformer

Separate MM and MC inputs, impedances
and capacitance can be selected; three
different equalizer curves, amplification
factor is switchable, plug transformer, no
power switch

SOUND QUALITY
PRICE/PERFORMANCE

EXCELLENT
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85 %

SOUND QUALITY
PRICE/PERFORMANCE

OUTSTANDING

85 %
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SUBSONIC FILTER –
BLESSING OR CURSE?

D

ue to the way audio is equalized for
storage on records, and then re-equalized in playback, low-frequency signals are
emphasized in record-playing systems – so
any disturbances during the cutting of the
master disc, or occurring as a result jolts,
impact noise or adversely attuned pickup
arm/cartridge combination, will be very
obvious. This noise can manifest itself
at higher levels by visible flutter in the
subwoofers, which causes unnecessary
pressure on the amplifier and can lead to
flaws in the reproduced sound.
The remedy is the so-called subsonic
filter, which greatly dampens frequencies
below 20 Hertz: some phono stages offer
it, others dispense with this worthwhile
service, and for good reason: we have seldom come across a „low-frequency filter“
without a negative effect on the homogeneity and naturalness of the midrange
Although the frequency ranges are far
apart, the influence of the filter is also
often felt in the higher regions. Therefore
try out whether you are perhaps replacing
one evil with another, and think instead
of tackling the low-frequency noise at its
cause, through turntable/arm/cartridge
set-up.

PRO-JECT
PHONO BOX RS

about 840 Euro, www.project-audio.com
The compact Pro-Ject is a true allrounder.
It offers standard and balanced inputs and
outputs, and on request an infinitely variable
input impedance as well as three amplifier
factors (including 50dB for high output MCs),
equalization for RIAA or Decca standards, and
other practical features. The sound is forceful,
sturdy and well-resolved.

AVM EVOLUTION 1.2

about € 700, www.avm-audio.com
Just 15 centimeters wide, the Evolution 1.2 by AVM is unpretentious and appealing. And there is
not a lot to it: respectively one pair of RCA contacts for MM and MC cartridges, in addition to a
changeover switch, as well as two load sockets to accept plug-in adapters jacks. Three values (100
ohm/1kohm for MC, 100 picofarad for MM) are included, with other types are available on request,
and the AVM highlights the sound qualities of excellent cartridges.
SOUND QUALITY

85 %

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

EXCELLENT

OCTAVE PHONOMODUL

from € 4800, www.octave.de
The German tube specialist Octave follows a special concept for the design of these modular
components. The Phonomodul can hold up to three input and output cards, offering a large selection of
simple MM to single-ended or balanced MC modules, or versions with transformers. The basic price
mentioned above includes an MC-card and an unregulated output – but things can easily become more
costly if you want more.
SOUND QUALITY PRE-AMP
88 %
SOUND QUALITY PHONO-AMP 97 %
PRICE/PERFORMANCE

EXCELLENT

RESTEK EMAS

from € 4700, www.restek.de
It has been nearly fifteen years since its last STEREO test but the Restek Emas is still around. Its seven(!)
phono inputs make it unique: it’s perfect for owners of several three-armed turntables, and a range
of amplifier, impedance and capacitance settings can be selected for every input, and immediately
stored. The highlight is that the fresh, dynamic sound of the Emas can directly drive power amps or
active speakers.
SOUND QUALITY

89 %

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

VERY GOOD

OLDER RECORDS CAN THROW A CURVE-BALL

I
SOUND QUALITY
PRICE/PERFORMANCE

OUTSTANDING

87 %

f you don’t own any records produced before 1960, you won’t need to worry about equalization,
which is used to counter the physical limitations of the vinyl medium by adjusting the signal
balance in mastering, then applying correction in the playback chain. All modern records conform
to an equalization curve set by the Record Industry Association of America: this RIAA curve (see
image) has been binding since 1956, and all phono preamps re-equalize for (or if you like, decode)
this curve. Before this standard was set, labels tended to use their own equalization curves, the most
widespread being those set by Columbia Records and Decca, and these differed,
sometimes clearly from the eventual RIAA standard. Columbia used less bass
cutback or high-frequency rise (-5 dB at 63 Hz/-4 dB at 15 kHz), which is why RIAA
re-equalization underexposes these areas, resulting in a pale, dull playback. The loss
of high frequency is particularly audible in old Deccas. The graph below illustrates
the differences. Collectors of old original records will therefore need a phono
stage with the matching alternative curves, for example, the ifi iPhono 2 (see test).
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T E S T P H O N O ATME P
S LT I FP IHEOR NS O A M P L I F I E R S

RCA OR BALANCED?

A

long with microphones, MC cartridges
are the only real balanced sources of
high fidelity, i.e. operating without electrical
reference to ground. In the past few years,
there has therefore been a trend to balanced
connections via XLR or special sockets, in
which the supply and return conductors of each
channel are „hot“ (instead of one side being

„grounded“ as in standard RCA connections).
Balanced working for these ultra-low-level
signals has advantages beyond the removal
of potential ground loops and the inherent
interference-rejection of balanced connections,
especially as the summation of the phase-shifted signals raises the useful level. In practice,
the tonal quality is often superior: acoustic
patterns sound more vibrant, resolved and elaborate. This is a reason why one finds balanced
connection alternatives in middle price range
phono pre-amplifiers. The detailed photo on the
right is of our sole top reference, the Brinkmann
Edison: in addition to RCA or XLR sockets for
the connection options, there is also a sensitive
resistance adjustment for MCs.
But a reminder: balanced connections only
work with Moving Coil cartridges, and in general the phono cable will have to be changed or
adapted – something best left to an expert, but
very much worthwhile!

NAGRA BPS

about € 2035, www.nagraaudio.com
The sound of this flat, 11cm-wide aluminum box cannot be harmed
by mains disturbances – the Nagra BPS runs 100 hours on
a nine-volt battery. In the standard MC version the
high-grade transformer provides the first level
of amplification, while semiconductors
handle the rest. Do be deceived by the
anonymous looks; its superb sound quality
is so large and spacious out that the BPS
plays at the top of the league.
SOUND QUALITY

92 %

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

EXCELLENT

VINCENT PHO-700

about € 500, www.vincent-tac.de
A highlight of the PHO-700 is the illuminated
output tube, dimmable at three levels, and
visible through the bull‘s eye on the front
panel, offering a distinct analogue feeling.
The external power adapter is fitted in a
solid metal case. The Vincent is switchable
for MM and MC cartridges, and while all
the input loads are preset, they’re generally
suitable. Crisp, forceful and colorful sound.
SOUND QUALITY

84 %

PRICE/PERFORMANCE

EXCELLENT
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